Abstract

The need for digital literacy is apparent in today’s workplace, driven by strong pressures for constant technological innovation. Previous studies have shown that although older workers make up (and will make up) a great proportion of the workforce, there persists an age-based digital divide in the workplace; and the outcome of such divide is quite negative: at the individual level, older workers feel they’re being marginalized and as such, become dissatisfied and disengage from their workplace; at the organizational level, a pool of skills and expertise is lost as a result of the older worker’s disengagement, putting at risk effective knowledge transfer and mentoring process. Hence, the importance of a deeper understanding of the contextual factors that may feed the ‘grey digital divide’ in the workplace. The goal of this paper is to address such factors moving beyond the ageist claim that a worker’s chronological age is the driving force behind the ‘grey digital divide’.
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Introduction

The “grey digital divide” conceptualized as the lower usage of Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) by older adults (Millward, 2007) in comparison to younger adults, is often explained by age related presumptions. Precisely, one’s chronological age is sometimes perceived as a central factor explaining the discrepancy between younger and older adults in terms of interest and usage of ICT (Cameron, Marquis, & Webster, 2001). On the contrary, chronological age, as argued by Olphert and Damodaran (2013), is not among the factors explaining the divide as many seniors use and enjoy using ICT. Rather, the age-based digital divide can only be understood through a thorough examination of social factors that surround older adults’ life. In other words, as stated by Granjon (2009), those who are digitally disadvantaged are often those who are socially disadvantaged. As such, this paper ar-
guessed that the so called “grey digital divide” can only be addressed by countering the social disadvantage at its source, namely stereotypes and discrimination based on age.

In the context of the workplace, driven by strong pressures for constant ICT innovation, the need for digital literacy is apparent. Taking into account that older workers make up (and will make up) a great proportion of the workforce, the outcomes of an age-based digital divide can be catastrophic (Duchesne, 2004; Rizzuto, 2011): at the individual level, older workers may feel they’re being put aside, marginalized and as such, become dissatisfied; at the organizational level, a pool of skills and expertise may be lost as a result of the older worker’s disengagement, putting at risk effective knowledge transfer and mentoring process. Hence, the importance of a deeper understanding of the contextual factors that may feed the grey digital divide in the workplace.

The goal of this paper is to address such factors moving beyond the claim that a worker’s chronological age is the driving force behind the grey digital divide. In fact, we argue that ageism, although prevalent in today’s workplace, is still under looked in research as the major driver feeding into the grey digital divide. This paper is divided in three sections. First, an overview of the sources and consequences of ageism in the workplace will be presented. The second section will focus on identifying organizational practices toward older workers that actually embody ageist beliefs and discrimination and as such widen the digital divide between young and older workers. Finally, building on empirical findings from studies discussed in sections 1 and 2, a theoretical model designed to counteract the age-based digital divide in the workplace will be presented in section 3. At the core source of this model, lies the issue of ageism. In other words, the argument sustained in this paper is that the workplace digital divide is first and foremost one stemming from stereotypes and discrimination based on age.

Ageism in the workplace: understanding the consequences

Age and most importantly “perceived” age, is a social criteria which plays a significant role in determining one’s beliefs, attitudes and behaviors. A number of studies have shown that in Western societies, the aging process per se and older adults are often the target of age-based prejudice (Hagestad & Uhlenberg, 2005; Nelson, 2005; Palmore, 2001), which in turn, often lead to discriminatory behaviors toward older patients (Kagan & Mellendez-Torres, 2015) or older workers (Brownell & Kelly, 2013; Lagacé & Tougas, 2006; North & Fiske, 2012). Butler (1975) first coined the term “ageism” to describe stereotyping and discriminating specifically against the old. For example, elderly are often perceived as being less attractive, more forgetful, more rigid in thought, less motivated and less dynamic than their younger counterparts (Barrett & Cantwell 2007; Palmore, 2001). Needless to say that the relationship between age and each of these characteristics is more complex: it is either mediated by different factors or simply a non-existent relationship. Beauty and attractiveness are indeed in the eyes of the beholder and as such, are a matter of perception above all. On the other hand, positive stereotypes are also ascribed to older adults, such as being kind and trustful and older workers, as being more loyal than their younger peers. Fiske, Cuddy, Glick and Xu (2002) have captured the ambivalent nature of ageist stereotypes through the Stereotype Content Model (SCM). In essence, this model suggests that interpersonal and intergroup dynamics are strongly determined by the assessment of two core social dimensions: warmth and compe-
tency. In the case of elders, they are perceived as members of groups that are warm (kind, sincere, trust worthy) but not very competent (i.e. incapable of achieving their goals). More importantly, these perceptions may result in ageist behaviors such as neglecting, ignoring and patronizing communication (Fiske et al., 2002). For example, Nelson (2005) underlines that in the context of care giving, health professionals may interact with elder patients using “baby talk”/over accommodating language. Moreover, Bowling (2007) states that older individuals receive less aggressive treatment for chronic illness as these are perceived as naturally fitting the path of old age.

SCM illustrates the ambivalent nature of age-based stereotypes, through the combination of positive views on one dimension (high warmth) and negative views on the other (low competency). Does this mixed combination mitigate the impact of age-based stereotypes on senior’s wellbeing? In the case of ICT precisely, results of a study conducted by Lagacé, Charmarkeh, Laplante and Tanguay (2015) suggest a negative impact. Precisely, the study shows that the more (Canadian retired) seniors internalized ageist messages (such as being nice but not very competent) the less was their interest in learning and using ICT. Such results reveal the insidious impact of age-based stereotypes through a process of “self-fulfilling prophecy”; more importantly, they call upon a reflection as to the psychosocial factors (beyond structural factors) that may partly contribute to the so called grey digital divide.

The current study builds on these results to further explore the link between interest as well as usage of ICT and ageism, focusing on the workplace. As stated previously, two major trends are shaping contemporary organizations: one is the increased reliance on ICT (to process and exchange information as well as to remain competitive in a highly globalized world), the second is the aging of the workforce. For example, in Canada, the National Household Survey (NHS) shows that workers aged 55 years and over accounted for 18.7% of total employment compared to 15.5% in 2006 as a result of the aging of the baby boom generation (Statistics Canada, 2011). In the face of such trends, policies and practices must be put in place to hire, retain and keep older workers up to speed in terms of digital literacy. The digital divide which is at stake in the workplace goes beyond issues of access and connectivity; it is about providing older workers the appropriate skills and abilities to use ICT as well as maintain high levels of motivation to fully engage with these (Zhang, 2005). In doing so, the issue of ageism must be initially addressed as a process which a) legitimizes a laissez-faire management approach towards ICT training and older workers; b) lowers older workers’ motivation to engage with ICT. We now turn to studies that suggest a link between the digital divide and ageism in the workplace (either direct or indirect).

Although pervasive in the workplace, ageism is seldom recognized as a prejudice; de facto, neither are its negative outcomes This may be partly explained by the fact that many employers themselves (including older managers) subscribe to beliefs such as older workers are less flexible, less creative, less productive and harder to train than younger workers (Chiu, Chan, Snape, & Redman, 2001; Barth, 2000). Hence, as noted by Walker (2002), ageist stereotypes reduce the possibility for older workers of being reemployed or finding a new job. The negative impact of ageism on older workers’ wellbeing has also been documented. For example, Lagacé, Tougas, Laplante & Neveu (2008, 2010) have conducted a series of studies to assess the repercussions of ageism on Canadian health care workers aged 45 years and above. Amongst the findings is that the more older workers perceived they were the target of ageist stereotypes (such as being denied training or excluded from decisional process, being depicted as resistant to change because of their age), the more psychologically disengaged
they became from their workplace which in turn lowered their self-esteem. Psychological disengagement has been defined as a coping strategy used by individuals who are the target of negative stereotypes and prejudice (Major, Spencer, Schmader, Wolfe, & Crocker, 1998). The coping occurs through a process of psychological detachment where one’s domain (and/or the people in that domain) becomes less and less important. For example, older workers disengage from their workplace by devaluing the importance of work domain in their life and/or by dismissing performance feedback when they perceive they are the victims of ageist beliefs and attitudes. Although initially conceptualized as a defense mechanism, results of empirical studies suggest that psychological disengagement can actually damage one’s self-esteem (Lagacé et al., 2008, 2010; Tougas, Beaton, Rinfret, & de la Sablonnière, 2005). Moreover, from a social perspective, it is plausible that disengagement inadvertently reinforces the (pseudo) legitimacy of negative stereotypes which are at the source of the process.

Figure I. Psychological disengagement as a response to ageism in the workplace.

As can be seen from the previous studies, the cost of ageism in the workplace is high and multi-level. At the individual level, it puts at risk older worker’s engagement and wellbeing; at the organizational level, it deprives an organization from the experience and expertise of older workers who have psychologically disengaged from their workplace and in turn, may contemplate the idea of retirement (Tougas et al., 1998). Keeping in mind the context of labor participation declines and labor shortages as well as the increased reliance on ICT, few organizations can afford the cost of ageism, in its pervasiveness and persistence.

In the aim of a better understanding of age-based stereotypes in the workplace, Posthuma and Campion (2009) have conducted a thorough review of such stereotypes and analyzed 117 scholarly articles and books. Stereotypes were combined into clusters such as “poor performance” (older workers have lower ability, are less motivated, and are less productive than younger workers); “resistance to change” (older workers are harder to train, less adaptable, less flexible, and more resistant to change), “lower ability to learn” and “more dependable” (older workers are more stable, dependable, trustworthy and loyal). Looking back at the bi-dimensional Stereotype Content Model (Fiske et al., 2002), we can see that these clusters of stereotypes clearly position older workers as « less competent » but « more sincere/loyal » persons than younger workers. Posthuma and Campion have also documented the impact of ageist stereotypes in terms of age-based discriminatory practices in terms employment-related decisions such as lower performance evaluation, fewer promotions and training opportunities, lower retention and more frequent lay-offs for older workers.
Building on the results of the above studies (Lagacé et al., 2008, 2010; Posthuma et al., 2009), we hypothesize that the grey digital divide in the workplace is partly the outcome of ageist stereotypes who’s impact is mediated by factors such as older worker’s disengagement and discriminatory practices. Precisely, from the perspective of older workers, when these workers subscribe to ageist stereotypes such as being less productive and more resistant to change than younger colleagues because of age, Lagacé and al., (2008, 2010) have shown that psychological disengagement follows. Let us recall that this concept refers to a defense mechanisms in response to a threat to self-esteem; in other words, in responding to ageist attitudes, the older worker psychologically disengages from his/her work domain. From there, we can postulate that psychological disengagement is the step towards digital disengagement: in substantially reducing the importance and the value of the work domain in his/her life, the older worker may also lose motivation to engage with ICT which, assuredly widens the digital divide. From a managerial perspective, Posthuma et al., (2009)’s meta-analysis suggests that when managers agree with ageist stereotypes they tend to favor organizational practices that mirror these stereotypes and as such, offer less promotion/training opportunities and provide more negative performance feedback to older workers in comparison to younger workers. Plausibly, having less opportunities for promotion and training can, in the long run, render the older worker’s knowledge obsolete, which again, widens the digital divide.

Figure II. Ageist stereotypes paving the way to the grey digital divide.

Figure II illustrates the different paths leading to the grey digital divide, which all stem from a subscription to ageist stereotypes, either on the part of older workers or of managers. It is important to note that taken separately, the components and links in the postulated model are derived from previous empirical studies; however, the entirety of this model has yet to be tested in future studies.
Countering the grey digital divide in the workplace: communication as a central force

Communication, conceptualized as a process that involves the exchange of information and most importantly the interpretation of such information (Barnlund, 2008), is highly influenced by perceptions. Indeed, when two people exchange information, the meaning given to such information is filtered by each person’s own perceptions. From a social perspective, perceptions refer to the mental schemas that people form about the world, about society, about people; such schemas can, by nature, be biased as they stem from social categorizations. For example, if a person perceives that age (precisely old age) is negatively correlated with a worker’s ability to learn new things, communication patterns will then be filtered by such perception and adjusted accordingly. Precisely, Communication Accommodation Theory (Giles & Coupland, 1991) postulates that during social encounters people modify their communication patterns (speech, voice, gestures, etc.) according to how they perceive one another, precisely the degree of positivity or negativity attributed to group membership. When negative stereotypes are ascribed to the interlocutor’s group membership, communication will be adjusted in such a way as to reinforce and confirm stereotypes.

When it comes to age-based stereotypes, communication in the workplace is a driving force that can either counteract or reinforce negatives outcomes of such stereotypes. What is communicated, who communicates, when and how it is communicated have been shown to impact older worker’s sense of well being as well as workplace collaboration between different generations (Brownell & Kelly, 2001; Leisink & Knies, 2011). For example, as stated previously, when workplace communication practices toward older employees rely on patronizing and controlling components (mirroring the stereotype of low competency among others), these become dissatisfied, disengage from the workplace and contemplate the idea of retirement (Lagacé et al., 2008, 2010). More often than seldom, ageist communication patterns and practices can be subtle: at the micro level, the older worker a) is not kept in the loop as far as important decisions or decisional process in the organization; b) is being talked down by colleagues and/or managers through condescending and patronizing verbal and non-verbal language (often taking the form of downgrading humour about one’s age); c) is denied opportunities for training/learning as well as promotions. At the macro level, organizational norms, which embrace the way the organization brands itself, its mission and vision, may not value the older worker’s contribution, experience and expertise but rather, focus exclusively on the added-value of young employees. An example of this is when employers indicate that they “want/need/are looking to rejuvenate their workforce”: such language disseminated either externally or internally, implicitly suggests that older workers are a less valuable resource to invest in than are younger workers. Here again the grey digital divide can be partly explained by the underestimation of older worker’s capabilities.

Although workplace communication can be a powerful transmitter of ageist stereotypes it can also be an important leveraging tool in counteracting ageism and de facto, in narrowing the digital divide between young and old. Some studies, such as the ones conducted by Iweins, Desmette, Yzerbyt and Stinglhamber (2013), indeed suggest that workplace communication practices that foster intergenerational contacts and multi-age perspective can reduce ageism and improve attitudes at work. Precisely, their work shows that a) quality age-based intergroup contacts lead to positive perceptions of older workers on the part of younger workers, such that the former are depicted as trustworthy but also as competent, effective and
adaptable; b) workplace norms and culture that emphasize the added-value of multiple age groups also contribute to positive perceptions of older workers, enhancing in turn, collaboration and facilitation behaviors (Iweins et al., 2013). Top managers as well as middle managers are key players in fostering these two processes. As argued by Collerette, Schneider and Legris (2003), how managers communicate and what they communicate in regards to aging in the workplace and older workers can either facilitate or impede a change of culture, hence of intergenerational contacts.

Drawing from results of previous studies, we can plausibly postulate that workplace communication, in its micro and macro level aspects, is a key component when it comes to addressing ageism and ultimately, in countering the grey digital divide. As stated previously, communication relies on perceptions, which in turn are shaped by psychological, sociological, economical and political factors. As microcosms of society, organizations often mirror the negative, or at the very least, the ambivalent societal discourse around aging and relay it through communication practices that tend to downplay the contribution of the older worker. Countering such social trend means that organizations must create a work climate that not only values older workers but fully integrates them into core components, such as vision and mission. Communication is the first step in doing so.

**Integrated model: communication, ageism and the grey digital divide in the workplace**

Combating the age-based digital divide in the workplace as well as one of its modus operandi, ageism, starts with an understanding of the way older workers are perceived as well as of the negative outcomes of such perceptions. As individuals who largely embody and shape the culture of an organization, managers (especially human resources managers) are key factors in this process (Brownell & Kelly, 2011; Leisink & Knies, 2011). As such, they must first become aware of what ageism is and acknowledge the threat it poses to an organization’s sustainability; this initial step is a “condition sine qua non” for a change of perception in regards to older workers and the experience of aging in the workplace. Managers should then address workplace communication practices; indeed, as stated before, communication is a powerful vehicle of perceptions and as such, who communicates, what is communicated and the modes through which it is communicated can either exacerbate ageist stereotypes toward older workers or counter these, which in turn, can widen or narrow the digital divide.

For example, what kind of discourses (informal and formal) do managers carry in regards to older workers and age-group dynamics? Are these discourses (inadvertently or intentionally) ageist driven? To what extent do work policies reflect an inclusive/exclusive workplace climate when it comes to age and fostering positive views of older workers?

Building on the results of previous studies on ageist stereotypes (Fiske et al., 2002, Fiske, Thomas & Vescio, 2007; Posthuma et al., 2009), their negative outcomes on older workers (Lagacé and al., 2008, 2010), and the key role that workplace communication plays in countering such outcomes (through a top to bottom process), we postulate the following: the more managers endorse (through their own discourse and actions) a workplace culture a) that thrives on the added-value of intergenerational contacts; b) that favors a multi-age perspective and c) that excludes age-based patronizing messages, the more positive will be the views about older workers. In turn, such positive views may increase, at the individual level, older work-
er’s psychological engagement to the workplace which in turn can reinforce digital engagement (for example, through a will to learn ICTs); at the organizational level, when managers subscribe to positive views about aging in the workplace and older workers they may facilitate opportunities for learning/training as well as career development for these workers. Ultimately, non-ageist workplace communication, one that stresses the added-value of older workers instead of emphasizing the “problem” of managing an aging workforce can lead to a reduction of the aged-based digital divide (see Figure III).

Figure III. Countering the grey digital divide through non-ageist workplace communication.

Let us recall that the starting point of this proposed model is communication, precisely non-ageist communication practices, including intergenerational contacts, multi-age perspective and non-patronizing/ageist messages. In concrete terms, this means that managers must encourage the creation of workgroups that are diverse in terms of age. Pettigrew and Tropp (2006) have shown that intergroup contact is a powerful mean to reduce bias, especially when it is strongly supported by authority (in this case, by managers). Simultaneously, as stated by Iweins et al. (2013), managers must foster a multi-age perspective by stressing the value of age diversity in the workplace, through their formal and informal discourses. In line with the positive effect of intergroup contact hypothesis, Ely and Thomas (2001) argue that the endorse-
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ment of a diversity perspective is a powerful tool in reducing intergroup biases but also in terms of increasing innovation and performance. It is important to underline that positive outcomes of intergenerational contacts and multi-age perspective can only be attained if overall organizational discourses discard allusions to negative age-based stereotypes. Managers and human resources experts should especially set the tone through discourses that value younger as well as older workers. On a more informal level, needless to say that downgrading age-based humour, which nurtures and legitimizes ageism (Ciampa & Chernesky, 2013; Cuddy & Fiske, 2002; Middlemiss, 2007) should be forbidden. As stated previously, although the different components and links proposed in this model rely on previous empirical studies, the entirety of the model has yet to be tested.

Conclusion

The goal of this paper was to reflect on the factors that may contribute to the grey digital divide in the workplace. Although structural factors, such as access to ICT, have been thoroughly addressed in previous studies, psychosocial components that may actually feed the divide have yet to be fully explored and this paper contributes to this exploration. Building on previous studies that have shown the pervasiveness of ageism in Western societies and its negative outcomes in the workplace particularly, we hypothesized that age presumptions/perceptions are one of the driving factors behind the digital divide. Without confronting such perceptions, little can be done to address (at least partly) this divide. As communication is a powerful vehicle of perceptions, we proposed a theoretical model whereby the fostering of communication practices that are age aware and that value a multi-age climate is the starting point in addressing the grey digital divide. We postulated that non ageist communication practices will lead to more positive views of older workers, fostering psychological and digital disengagement as well as facilitate access to learning/training and career development opportunities, key elements in keeping older workers up to date in a changing workplace. More so, managers play a central role in this sequence of links as attitude change on their part can foster a culture change among all workers, young and old. Such culture change should be one of inclusiveness based on age which, we argue, is a core component in narrowing the grey digital divide.

Note

1 Managers are often not aware of ageist practices and when they are, many subscribe to such practices (Dennis & Thomas, 2007).
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